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Abstract

Objective: To assess charting, risk assessment and treatment planning of tooth wear between recently qualified and experienced dentists in general dental practice.

Design: Service Evaluation

Setting: Multi-setting evaluation of 3 mixed NHS/Private general dental practices in North-East London

Methods: The clinical notes of new patient examinations on dentate adults presenting from the 1st October 2016 to 31st of December 2016 were audited collecting data on tooth wear charting, risk assessment and treatment planning. Data were analysed using descriptives, Chi Square and logistic regressions in SPSS. Significance was inferred at p<0.05.

Results: Foundation dentists and experienced dentists performed 85 and 200 new patient examinations, respectively, during the evaluation period. Tooth wear was charted for 48% of those attending foundation dentists and 5% of those attending experienced dentists. Diet was assessed in 50.6% of patients examined by foundation dentists and 1.0% of patients examined by experienced dentists. Foundation dentists were more likely to chart tooth wear, risk assess and preventively manage tooth wear compared to experienced dentists (p<0.001).

Conclusion: This service evaluation highlights that improvements are required in recording, risk assessing and preventive treatment planning of erosive tooth wear. Experienced dentists
were less likely to risk assess tooth wear and less likely to provide preventive treatment. Experienced GDP’s may benefit from re-training in this area.

**Introduction**

Tooth wear is the progressive loss of dental hard tissues through erosion, attrition and abrasion. Erosive tooth wear is defined as a chemical-mechanical process resulting in a cumulative loss of dental hard tissues [1]. The aim of the term “erosive tooth wear” is to draw attention to the fact that severe tooth wear rarely occurs without an underlying erosive element. When severe, erosive tooth wear has been associated with dentine hypersensitivity [2], pain [3], poor aesthetics [3] and decreased quality of life [4]. Furthermore, a pan-European study on 3,117 adults observed the UK to have the highest prevalence of erosive tooth wear across the 9 European countries investigated [5]. Early diagnosis, risk assessment and appropriate preventive measures may limit progression. We are aware that there is an increased risk of erosive tooth wear with increasing frequency of dietary acid intake between meals, with drinking habits such as swishing, rinsing or holding drinks in the mouth and habits where fruit is consumed over longer time periods [6]. Furthermore, a recent randomised controlled trial demonstrated that diet behaviour change was able to limit tooth wear progression over a 6 month period [O’Toole et al. In Press, Scientific Reports 2017].

In addition, the relationship between palatal erosive tooth wear and gastro-oesophageal reflux involving the upper oesophageal tract is well established [7,8]. The UK has a high prevalence of both gastro-oesophageal reflux disease [9] and adenocarcinoma of the oesophagus [10] which can correspond with reflux symptoms [11]. The incidence of eating disorders is increasing in the UK [12] and has also been associated with erosive tooth wear [13]. Those with eating disorders tend to present with other risk factors, such as high consumption of sugar-free carbonated drinks, and dry mouth caused from xerostomic antidepressant and
anxiolytic medication [13,14]. Tooth wear may act as a signal diagnostic for these diseases facilitating earlier treatment and is an area where the general dental practitioner can be part of the wider health care team.

The Basic Erosive Wear Examination (BEWE) was introduced through expert consensus in 2008 as a tool to be used by GDP’s to record and monitor erosive tooth wear [15]. The index records the severity of tooth wear irrespective of the cause but is named BEWE to facilitate its adoption by our European colleagues. It was designed to be used in a similar manner to the Basic Periodontal Examination (BPE). The BEWE has been validated [16,17] and the use of the BEWE is increasing in research and epidemiological studies. However, we have yet to collect data that General Dental Practitioners are using tooth wear screening tools in practice in the UK. We are also unaware how they are risk assessing patients and what preventive treatments they are providing.

The aim of this service evaluation was to assess tooth wear charting, risk assessment and preventive treatment-planning in general practice on dental practitioners of different experience levels.

**Methods**

This was a multi-practice service evaluation, assessing erosive tooth wear risk assessment in three separate mixed NHS/private clinics in North East London. Ethical approval was obtained from the London Deanery. NHS ethical approval was confirmed as not necessary by the NHS Health Research Authority.

The clinical notes from new patient examinations on dentate adult patients with a minimum of 10 teeth in each jaw, during the period 1st October 2016 to 31st of December 2016 were audited by four separate dentists using an evaluation proforma. The age, gender and NHS
exemption status of the patient were recorded. The total number of dentists whose notes were audited were 11 and included foundation trainees, experienced associate dentists and foundation trainers/practice owners. The year post-qualification of the examining dentist, erosive tooth wear charting, patient risk assessment and recommended treatment/monitoring period were recorded. Examining dentists were categorised as foundation dentists and those with 10 + years post qualification. Tooth wear risk assessment was categorised as recording of diet, intrinsic acid sources or parafunctional habits. Data were analysed using descriptives and chi squared tests in SPSS vers 23 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York). To investigate the relationship between dentist experience and tooth wear charting and risk assessment, binary logistic regressions were performed using tooth wear charting and risk assessment as the outcome variables controlling for age, gender and exemption status of the patient. Significance was inferred at p<0.05.

Results

During the service evaluation period, 285 new patients meeting the inclusion criteria were examined. Of these, 154 were female (54%) and 131 were male (46%). The mean age of the patients was 42.7 years (SD=17.2). There were 80 patients exempt from NHS fees and 205 NHS fee-paying patients.

Four foundation dentists performed 85 new patient examinations and charted tooth wear on 41 of these patients (48.2%). During the same period, seven dentists with 10 + years of experience performed 200 new patient examinations and charted tooth wear on 10 patients (5%). The BEWE tool was the most common screening tool and was performed on 27 patients (31.1%) by 3 out of the four of the foundation dentists, but only one experienced dentist. Tooth wear risk assessment was performed on 55 patients by foundation dentists (64.7%) and 19 patients by experienced dentists (9.5%). Foundation dentists were 19 times
more likely to chart tooth wear (OR 19.0, 95% CI 8.5-42.4, p<0.001) and 16 times more likely to perform a risk assessment (OR 16.0, 95% CI 8.2-30.9, p<0.001). *(Insert Figure 1: Tooth Wear Charting and Risk Assessment)*

Intrinsic sources of acid (reflux symptoms, history of repeated vomiting or eating disorders) were rarely documented for either group. Foundation dentists assessed intrinsic sources in 9 patients (10.6%) whereas only one experienced dentist had assessed intrinsic acid sources on one patient. Parafunctonal habit assessment was the most common risk factor to be assessed by both foundation dentists (44 patients (51.8%)) and experienced dentists (18 patients (9%)). Diet was assessed in 43 patients (50.6%) by foundation dentists compared to 2 patients (1%) by experienced dentists. Foundation dentists were statistically more likely to risk assess all aspects of erosive tooth wear compared to experienced dentists (p<0.001). *(Insert Figure 2: Types of Risk Assessment Performed)*

Foundation dentists offered care plans targeting erosive tooth wear for 31 patients. The majority (19 patients) were care planned for preventive treatment such as monitoring, diet advice, fluoride treatment and occlusal splints. Only 2 patients were treatment planned for interventive treatment such as direct or indirect restorations. In contrast, experienced dentists care planned prevention for 2 patients and interventive treatment for 5 patients. Foundation dentists were statistically significantly more likely to care plan preventive treatments than experienced dentists (p<0.001). *(Insert Figure 3: Treatment Planning by Dentists)*

**Discussion**

A first dental examination should risk assess for all forms of oral diseases including oral cancer, caries, periodontal disease and tooth wear. Results from this service evaluation suggest that the overall level of tooth wear charting, risk assessment and preventive treatment was low for both cohorts of dentists. Diet advice and preventive advice was provided by half
of the recently qualified dentists and by 1% of the experienced dentists. Although, there is a possibility that dentists were giving but not recording dietary advice, a separate medico-legal issue, it is clear that improvement is required in our service provision. Targeting common risk factors and reinforcing a healthy diet is an area where dentists have potential to impact a patient’s overall health and well-being. Recommending to reduce sugar-sweetened beverage intake e.g. juices and soft drinks can impact tooth wear and caries in addition to systemic diseases such as diabetes and obesity [18]. Similarly, certain types of gastro-oesophageal reflux and eating disorders are medical conditions associated with erosive tooth wear [19] which a general dental practitioner may be able to assist with the care pathway.

These practices were chosen as they were part of the foundation training scheme within London and the service evaluation performed by four foundation trainees. This facilitated comparison of senior dentists and recently qualified dentists under the same conditions in the same practice. However, it is a relatively small group of dentists and is not representative of the dentist population. Despite this, it provides some useful comparisons between the two dentist groups. Just under half of new patients assessed by recently qualified dentists and 5% of patients assessed by experienced dentists had their tooth wear recorded during the audit period. Although it is promising to note that recently qualified dentists were more likely to perform tooth wear charting, regular screenings for patients with erosive tooth wear may assist to detect rapid progression of disease. The BEWE was the most common screening tool used in this study and has been found to be efficient and effective in a practice-based setting [17]. There are free online tools and smartphone applications available to GDP’s to improve erosive tooth wear charting [20]. General Dental Practitioners are strongly encouraged to access these resources.

In a cohort of 200 patients, experienced dentists provided preventive treatments (diet advice, fluoride treatments, occlusal splints) to two patients but five patients were treatment planned
for restorative treatments (direct or indirect restorations). Neglecting to provide basic preventive advice and treatment before restorative management is not consistent with modern health management principles. Other countries have identified this problem in service provision. A practice-based survey performed in Norway observed that although dentists were good at diagnosing tooth wear, their provision of preventive advice required improvement [21]. Although foundation dentists were more likely to perform preventive interventions rather than restorative intervention, the overall level of preventive treatment and treatment planning for erosive tooth wear in both groups of dentists was low. There is ambiguity regarding the treatment of erosive tooth wear in practice with no universal consensus at what stage a dentist should intervene with restorative treatment [22]. This is difficult to gauge and often driven by the patients concerns regarding aesthetics [23]. Ideally we need evidence based guidelines establishing optimal recall periods to monitor erosive tooth wear and when to intervene restoratively in erosive tooth wear progression. Until these guidelines are established recording tooth wear and monitoring wear while providing preventive advice are the best tools available to the general dental practitioner to inform treatment decisions.

This study is limited in that only three practices were assessed in a single borough in London and is not representative. Similar service evaluations across the UK in rural and urban populations are needed to generalise these findings to all general dental practitioners. It does give an indication that the level of erosive tooth wear monitoring and treatment planning is low. It is promising to note that tooth wear monitoring is being incorporated into routine examinations by a greater number of younger dentists.
Conclusion

This service evaluation demonstrates improvement is required in recording, risk assessing and treatment planning erosive tooth wear. Experienced dentists were less likely to risk assess tooth wear and more likely to provide restorative treatment rather than preventive treatment. Experienced general dental practitioners may benefit from re-training in this area.


Tooth Wear Charting and Risk Assessment

Percentage of audited patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Foundation Dentist</th>
<th>Experienced Dentist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tooth Wear Charted</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth Risk Assessed</td>
<td>64.7%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Foundation Dentist (n=85 patients) vs. Experienced Dentist (n=200 patients)